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Nucleus appoints Jeannie Bowman as head of internal systems
Nucleus, the adviser-built wrap, has hired Jeannie Bowman as its inaugural head of internal systems.
In this new role Bowman will be responsible for designing, developing and cultivating the systems at Nucleus, and leading the
infrastructure and systems security teams. As well as having accountability for defining and overseeing the development of the IT
systems architecture, she will also manage the change associated with all system improvements.
Bowman joins Nucleus from Shell, where she undertook several global IT management projects and operations, in addition to
audit management roles. She has 17 years’ experience in the energy industry in a variety of IT related roles and has previously
worked internationally as a regional senior IT technical consultant in Kuala Lumpur.
Bowman will report into chief technology officer Andrew Smith.
Bowman said: “Nucleus is an innovative fintech company with a great reputation. It was a natural move, therefore, to join a
company that places such an emphasis on technology and development.
“I am very excited to begin my journey at the company, and look forward to contributing to its future success.”
Nucleus chief technology officer Andrew Smith added: “We’re delighted to welcome Jeannie to the Nucleus team. She brings a
wealth of insight into developing operational systems and ensuring they are robust, and her experience and knowledge of global
businesses will play a huge role in helping us to continue to deliver an effective and secure service to our users.
“As the business continues to grow, experienced technology hires like this will only strengthen our proposition further and ensure
the platform is future-proofed for years to come.”
- Ends For further information please visit www.nucleusfinancial.com or contact:
Gregor Dickie, MRM – 020 3326 9918 / 07471 350 286
About Nucleus
Nucleus is a wrap platform founded in 2006 by advisers committed to altering the balance of power in the industry by putting the
client centre stage.
Since then, Nucleus has established itself as a major force for change. It is now one of the UK’s fastest-growing platforms and the
meeting point for over 800 adviser firms in total seeking to create better customer outcomes.
As at 30 June 2018, assets under administration on the platform were £14.3bn.
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